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Bleeker believes that every professional must deactivate their restraints in order to produce their 
most extraordinary, creative, and fulfilling work. There are many simple routines that can be 
adopted to cultivate a purposeful mindset and maintain the necessary physical + emotional 
awareness. Michelle Keinan presents a wonderful example of the happiness and creative benefits 
that can be unlocked by empowering yourself and reframing your reality. 
PROMPT: What restraints have stifled you in the past? How can deactivating your restraints benefit your 
personal and professional life?

“Another part of the beauty was: I saw that he, from our initial conversation, wanted to say more 
and wanted to say some things that he hadn't said. Part of my growth as a producer was not just 
about making beats but also helping in the process of inspiring the song and making the song the 
center.This album is about Shawn Carter, Jay-Z, opening up, and me scoring that.”  
PROMPT: How is 4:44 a product of No I.D. and Jay Z’s vulnerability? Could this work and collaboration 
have been possible as a multi-producer album?

“When she lost her husband, Sheryl Sandberg also lost her bearings. Now she wants to help 
others find a way through grief.” Facebook’s COO and the author of Lean In and Option B: Facing 
Adversity, Building Resilience, and Finding Joy, Sandberg opens up about the grief that struck 
after her husband’s sudden death and how this tragedy changed her perspective and approach to 
leadership. For more on Sandberg’s journey, read here. 
PROMPT: How did Sanberg’s approach to leadership change after her husband’s death? Can and 
should all leaders embrace this kind of vulnerability + sensitivity?

“French-born Dominique Crenn’s love for life, family, and personal connection helped her 
become the first two-Michelin star chef in America.” From her menu to the way she runs her 
kitchen, Crenn leads from a deeply personal and vulnerable place. 
PROMPT: How does Crenn’s vulnerability translate to her menu, dining experience, and leadership? Is this 
level of vulnerability possible and valuable in professions beyond the culinary world?
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